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TERESIO RIVOIRA 
The study of classical antiquity as well as that of the Middle 

Ages has suffered grievous loss in the death at Rome, March 3, 
1919, of Commendatore G. Teresio Rivoira, best known to the 
public through his volumes on the origin, development, and deriv- 
atives of Lombardic architecture and on Moslem architecture. 
In a spirit of pure devotion to learning, stimulated and guided 
by intense patriotic fervor, Commendatore Rivoira had devoted 
more than fifty years of his life to the study of the ancient and 
mediaeval monuments of Europe and of the Byzantine and Moslem 
world. He styled himself the founder of a new science, that of 
monumental archaeology, which he interpreted as one aspect of 
the history of civilization. By dint of innumerable travels, absolute 
system, and perfect steadiness of brain and body even when climbing 
to dizzy heights, he had accumulated an enormous mass of measure- 
ments and other data covering practically all the monuments 
comprised in this vast field, a veritable armory from which to pro- 
duce the weapons for his determined attacks on long-established 
or fashionable theories: for he would not have been the true son 
of Piedmont that he was if he had not combined with the tempera- 
ment of the investigator that of the knight-errant. In contrast 
to the recent German school, who have sought in the East the origins 
of Byzantine and Lombardic architecture as well as of many other 
elements in our civilization, and the French, English and American 
writers, who have emphasized the importance of the r6le played 
by the Isle de France in the development of Gothic, he found in 
Italy, and especially in the great structures of imperial Rome, the 
seeds from which sprang that rich and varied growth. 

It was in the genius of the Italic race that he recognized the great 
creative power which manifested itself in the progressive develop- 
ment of the arts of European civilization; and it is with this doctrine 
that his name will longest be associated. Probably his greatest 
individual triumph was the reconstruction of the architectural 
achievements of the emperor Hadrian: he did the American School 
of Classical Studies in Rome the great honor of adopting for the 
medium of his first public presentation of this matter in the year 

910o a lecture which he delivered at that institution. The extent 
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and character of his researches in the field of Roman architecture 
were well known to his friends, and it is no betrayal of confidence 
for me to state that the manuscript of his great work on Roman 
architecture from Vitruvius to the close of the empire, the appear- 
ance of which in his opinion was to mark the culmination of his 
more than half a century of study, was practically completed before 
his death. He lived, moreover, to see the triumph of Italian 
aims and the liberation of many a historic town and many a noble 
edifice which he knew and loved. Until ten days before his end 
he worked with unabated vigor; then the insidious malady which 
has brought deeper gloom to many homes just as the shadows of 
war time were departing claimed him as its victim. 

None of us who knew him will soon forget his fine enthusiasm 
of voice, glance, and gesture, nor the vast funds of historical 
and archaeological information so unfailingly at his command. 
His death comes as a heavy blow to the scholarly community in 
Rome, and will be felt with especial poignancy by his American 
colleagues, who revered him as a master, loved him as a friend, 
and were never sent away empty-handed when they had turned to 
him for help. Every sentence in his comparatively small amount 
of literary output had been subjected by him to a process com- 
parable to that through which the purest gold has been refined. 
The world may accept or reject his conclusions-few there are 
possessing the competence to pass judgment upon them: but there 
can be no difference of opinion as to his whole-hearted devotion 
to his work, and his unstinting employment of the remarkable 
gifts of eye and mind with which he was endowed. High were his 
ideals of life and work, precious the memory and inspiring the 
example which he leaves behind. A. W. VAN BUREN 

ROME 

March 5, 1919 

KIRBY FLOWER SMITH. 1862-1918 

Humanistic studies in America have suffered no greater loss 
during the academic year now closing than that caused by the 
death of Professor Kirby Smith of Johns Hopkins University. I 
say "humanistic" studies because he was more than a professor 
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